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Editorial

LPS—Is It a Major Liability Factor for Cancer Risk and Severity?
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Lipopolysaccharide (LPS) is a major integral component of the 
outer membrane of Gram-negative bacteria cell walls, that is re-
leased when bacteria lyse. LPS was shown to stimulate immune 
system cells by binding the cell-surface Toll-like receptor 4 (TLR-
4) and activating transcription factors and protein kinases, such as 
NF-kB and p38 kinase. This in turn was shown to result in an in-
creased production of proinflammatory cytokines and overexpres-
sion of cell adhesion molecules and matrix-degrading enzymes.1 
The pathogenic role of LPS has been shown to be linked to sev-
eral disease-states, viz., liver diseases, neurological degeneration, 
chronic inflammation of the gut, diabetes, and prostate cancer me-
tastasis.2–4 One of our pioneering works5 showed increased circu-
latory levels of LPS and Zonulin as novel biomarkers of proinflam-
mation in patients with type 2 diabetes. LPS is also proatherogenic 
factor and apart from its increase in blood levels in patients with 
atherosclerosis, LPS from Escherichia coli has also been shown to 
localize in carotid plaques, implying a mediatory role in athero-
sclerotic lesions.6

Is There an Association of Circulatory LPS and Risk of Ad-
vanced Colorectal Adenoma (ACA)?

In a recent study, Chen et al.7 investigated the association between 
LPS serum levels and risk of ACA.In that colonoscopy clinic-based 
study, male patients with diagnosis of ACA and polyp-free control 
individuals were phenotyped for comparative analyses with age, 
ethnicity, and information on demographics, lifestyle, and medical 
history along with serum levels of LPS measurement.Examining 
the LPS levels based on the characteristics and substratification 
of adenoma, the investigators showed that patients with large-
sized adenoma (>2 cm), villous adenoma, or high-grade dysplasia 
tended to have higher serum levels of LPS compared to patients 
with smaller, tubular adenoma, and adenoma without high-grade 
dysplasia, respectively. Although LPS levels were slightly higher 
in patients with ACA compared to controls, the subtle differences 
in the LPS levels did not reach statistical significance. With the re-
sults from multiple regression analysis, the authors concluded that 
there was no statistically significant association between LPS and 

the risk of ACA. As both the groups in this study were equally con-
founded by obesity, diabetes and hypertension (conditions known 
to exhibit elevated levels of LPS), this finding could have been 
attributed to the lack of statistical significance in the LPS levels. 
However, authors have admitted that larger future studies are war-
ranted to further investigate the association between the systemic 
levels of LPS and risk of colorectal tumors, and to gain a better 
understanding of the relevant clinical implications.

The Biological Link Between Gut Microbiota and Cancer 
Risk Attests to a Role for LPS

Recent studies imply that gut dysbiosis and leakage of bacterial 
components (majorly LPS), may contribute to the metabolic dis-
turbances and systemic inflammation linked to several disease-
states. More importantly, the gut microbiota has emerged as a 
central player that mechanistically links various risk factors to 
colorectal cancer (CRC) pathogenesis.8,9 While increased intes-
tinal permeability is strongly linked to elevated level of gut mi-
crobiota-associated LPS-induced local inflammation, both of these 
phenomena were shown independently associated with CRC.10,11 
In a multicohort CRC metagenome study, it was shown that the 
composition of specific bacteria enrichened in CRC patients were 
also correlated to LPS-related pathway.12 These studies attest to a 
definite role of LPS as a mediator in the genesis of CRC and its 
progression to severity.

The Need for a Panel of Biomarkers to Assess CRC Risk

The Limulus amoebocyte lysate (LAL) test, an assay that is rou-
tinely used to quantify LPS as an endotoxin, has limitations due 
to the levels of LPS in the systemic circulation of healthy humans 
and within those with various clinical disorders, so that they can 
vary over a wide range.13 Because of its short half-life, low con-
centration, and high susceptibility to interfering substances, such 
as endogenous inhibitors of LPS, the utility of LPS detection via 
the LAL method has limitation in the routine clinical setting and 
large-scale studies.14 This definitely warrants the need for develop-
ment of more reliable methods for LPS detection. In order to com-
municate with the innate immune system, LPS binds to the LPS-
binding protein (LBP), which is pivotal for the binding of CD14 
and transfer to the TLR4 complex.15 Therefore, LBP measurement 
is considered as a surrogate marker of metabolic endotoxemia. In-
deed, an increased LBP level has been shown to be closely asso-
ciated with obesity, prediabetes, and atherosclerosis,16–18 and has 
been observed as a significant and independent predictor of coro-
nary artery disease.19 Moreover, LBP and CD14 polymorphisms 
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have been shown to be correlated with increased CRC risk in Han 
Chinese.20 While intestinal alkaline phosphatase (IAP) has now 
emerged as a new factor that is essential for maintaining proper 
gut homeostasis, the role of IAP in detoxifying LPS has been dem-
onstrated in several studies.21,22

Considering the above, it is important that studies that profile 
the biomarker role of circulatory levels of LPS in relation to dis-
ease-states should consider the LPS pathway approach and col-
lectively measure a panel of circulatory biomarkers, viz., LPS, 
LBP, soluble CD14, Zonulin, and IAP. These potential biomarkers 
have to be correlated to conventional risk factors of CRC, so as to 
make further improvement(s) in disease prediction, treatment and 
management. In this context, a recent study by Yin et al.23 used 
multiomics-based prognostic analysis and target-regulation simu-
lation modeling and detected several prognosis risk biomarkers 
for colon adenocarcinoma (which includes LBP). Therefore, it is 
advised that an LPS pathway approach (rather than just measuring 
circulatory LPS levels) would be the ideal way not only to predict 
the disease-risk but also to unravel new perspectives for novel drug 
development and therapeutic applications for colorectal adenoma 
as well as other non-communicable diseases.
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